LAIC UNDERGRADUATE HONORS THESIS AND ADVISOR FORM

Due May 15

STUDENT NAME & UNI

ACADEMIC YEAR AT COLUMBIA

MAJOR / CONCENTRATION
Please indicate double majors, other concentrations, and/or specializations.

Briefly describe your research interests:

PROPOSED HONORS THESIS ADVISOR
Select a faculty advisor from among LAIC’s professors or Barnard’s Department of Spanish and Latin American Cultures professors who are also LAIC “affiliated professors.” Other LAIC “affiliated professors” and lecturers cannot be your sole advisor, though they can serve as co-advisors:

RATIONALE
Please explain the links between the proposed advisor’s research field and your intellectual perspective.

TITLE OF THE PROPOSED HONORS THESIS
(PLEASE ATTACH A 500-WORD ABSTRACT AS WELL.)

Please forward this form and attached abstract, along with your updated planning sheet, to Professor Seth Kimmel, Director of Undergraduate Studies: srk29@columbia.edu
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